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* Massive Character Creation -Change the appearance of the entire body freely, and customize the armor and weapons that you can use. -Enjoy fighting with up to four players, and choose equipment and a partner from an extensive variety of items. -Enjoy increased muscle power by being able to
change the levels of your stats freely. -Bond with your partner by choosing the kind of ally you want to be, and see the friendship of your partner grow while playing together. * Energetic and Emotive Story -Tarnished, who was born to a family of supernatural abilities, is a recurring character that appears
in the Lands Between. -Maintain a high relationship with him as you travel through the world, and experience the exciting and exhilarating story together. -Enjoy fighting alongside him as you try to defeat an enemy that has not been seen in the Lands Between. -Battle with your enemies to achieve the
legendary Elden Ring. * Open World with Multitude of Content -Explore an endless world in which large dungeons and randomly generated landmarks exist together. -Explore the world and monsters and complete missions with all the items you find while traveling. -Equip items and summon monsters to
form a strategy that you feel best suits your play style. -Accept new quests or complete class quests, and find a new partner to fight together. *Customization -Design your character's appearance in an artistic way. -Fashion weapons and armor to match your character's play style. -Enjoy an increased
level of freedom in your quest by controlling your own development. -Take enjoyment in equipping weapons that players equip for you while you travel. *Dynamic Action -Fulfill the fantasy with your character's development in a story where you feel closely connected to the world. -Enjoy playing together
with up to four friends in an always changing battlefield where playing alone is great fun too. -Catch cool items and experience a feeling of wonder with the time that passes. -Take pleasure in enjoying the action with a team of four. * Online multiplayer (Mac/Windows)Q: Vim: compare lines from files and
replace a value only on the current line I have two files: file_a MATH
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Features Key:

A Detailed Cast of Monsters and Heroes in Battle A cast of monsters and heroes whose powerful skills come with vast damage amounts. With these heroes, your enemies will be grinding away at their limbs before you realize it.

The Influence of Magic Create your own magical abilities and learn rituals in the magic tree.

A Sprawling Adventure Explore the legendary Lands Between with up to eight-player online combat, or experience light, whimsical storytelling in the story. Every match is a fully protected battle
zone, so go for it!
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